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A B S T R A C T   

Unattended wireless sensor networks (UWSNs), in which mobile sinks (MSs) are responsible for the data 
collection, and which are vulnerable to multiple attacks. For example, the adversaries can initiate MS replication 
attack after compromising a large number of sensor nodes (SNs). To resist such attacks, some scholars have 
proposed some schemes. In these schemes, it is assumed that MSs are equipped with tamper resistance hardware, 
so they are pre-distributed most of keys of a key pool for achieving authentication with SNs. However, in outdoor 
and even sensitive areas, tamper-resistant hardware is not always absolutely safe. Once MSs are compromised, 
networks become insecure. In this paper, we propose a secure model. The model contains three types of nodes, 
namely SNs, MSs, and a base station (BS). MSs are responsible for collecting the data encrypted by SNs and 
forwarding it to BS; BS is responsible for decrypting and analyzing the collected data. During the data collection 
process, an MS can collect an SN’s data only after being authenticated by the SN using the pre-distribution key 
information. But it cannot decrypt the collected data. In this model, the adversaries can induce a new type of false 
data injection attack. In the attack, the replicated MSs impersonate uncompromised SNs to send false data to BS 
by using the compromised key information. If BS accepts a large amount of false data, it will make a wrong 
judgment. Analysis and simulation show that the proposed model has excellent resistance against MS replication 
attacks and false data injection attacks by setting appropriate parameter values.   

1. Introduction 

In UWSNs, there is no fixed BS, and the data of SNs can only be 
collected by MSs. Such networks have a wide range of applications [1,2]. 
Here are 2 examples. One is a monitoring system deployed in a natural 
park to detect poaching activities that would require an MS to collect 
data periodically because of the lack of regular access routes and the size 
of the surveillance area. Another example is a monitoring system 
deployed along an international border to record illegal crossings. The 
size of the surveillance area would require an MS to collect data peri-
odically. In addition, if a fixed BS is used, wireless sensor networks are 
vulnerable to energy holes, where SNs close to the fixed BS are fast 
drained of their energy. Using MSs can conquer this predicament and 
extend SNs’ lifetime [3–5]. 

When UWSNs are applied to non-commercial and non-hostile areas, 
their security issues are not very important. However, in the era of big 

data, if the raw data is not processed before being shared, new security 
issues may be raised in data mining applications [6,7]. Especially in 
commercial and hostile environments, their security issues are particu-
larly important. In such environments, UWSNs are vulnerable to various 
attacks [8–12], such as MS replication attacks. In this attack, the ad-
versaries can replicate MSs by using a large number of keys obtained by 
capturing SNs, and then they can collect data from networks through 
these replicated MSs. To resist this attacks, authentication and pairwise 
key establishment between nodes become extremely important. How-
ever, the resource constraints of SNs and their nature of communication 
over a wireless medium make it a nontrivial task. Due to the high 
computation and storage overhead of asymmetric key schemes, sym-
metric key schemes are still very attractive [13–31]. 
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1.1. Motivation 

However, the problem of authentication and pairwise key estab-
lishment between nodes is still not solved in the face of MS replication 
attacks. In [23], Li et al. proposed an EQ method against H-sensors 
replication attacks in heterogeneous sensor networks. In the scheme, a 
shared key between an H-sensor and an SN is determined by the SN 
randomly selecting EQ keys from its pre-distribution keys. The security 
analysis and simulation indicate that the EQ method can provide a very 
good resilience against H-sensors replication attacks if there are a few 
SNs compromised in the bootstrap phase. However, in the EQ method, 
an authentication between an SN and an H-sensor requires the cooper-
ation of multiple H-sensors to complete. In UWSNs, the data of a region 
is generally collected by an MS. If the method is directly applied in 
UWSNs, a large number of SNs will be wasted because they cannot 
authenticate the MS. In [33], a three-layer security model integrated 
with q-scheme [14] and key space scheme [15] is presented. In this 
model, pre-distribution keys of MSs and SNs come from two completely 
different key pools, and the communication between them can only be 
achieved by establishing shared keys with static access nodes which 
pre-distribute keys from the above two key pools. As a result, replication 
MSs can collect data from UWSNs by impersonating static access nodes 
when many keys coming from the key pool of SNs are compromised. To 
improve UWSNs’ resilience against MS replication attacks, Li et al. [34] 
proposed a joint authentication scheme based on key space scheme [15]. 
However, in this scheme, authentication between an SN and an MS re-
quires the participation of multiple neighbors of the SN. As a result, the 
communication overhead of the scheme is large, and DoS attacks may 
occur when there are many SNs compromised and these compromised 
nodes refuse to send correct authentication information to their neigh-
bors. In addition, from the analysis of the key space scheme [15], it can 
be known that there is a safe threshold for such schemes. If the number 
of captured nodes is less than this threshold, the security performance of 
the network is very good; otherwise, its security performance decreases 
significantly with the increase of the number of compromised nodes. In 
order to improve network performance, the use of deployment knowl-
edge is a simple and efficient method [18, 26–31]. Using deployment 
knowledge, Zhou et al. proposed a scheme for direct authentication 
between an SN and an MS [35]. The analysis and simulation show that 
compared with the scheme [34], its energy consumption is reduced, and 
the resistance against replication MS attacks is more stable. Table 1 

In the above four schemes [32–35], it is assumed that H-sensors or 
MSs are equipped with tamper resistance hardware, that is, the adver-
saries cannot obtain their pre-distribution key information even if they 
are captured. However, tamper resistant hardware is not completely 
secure [36]. If H-sensors or MSs are compromised, the replicated 
H-sensors or MSs can collect data from SNs in networks freely. There-
fore, in UWSNs, the mechanism for improving the resistance against MS 
replication attacks still needs to be further studied. 

1.2. Main contribution of our scheme 

In this paper, we propose a new secure model for UWSNs. Our main 
contributions are as follows.  

1) In this model, authentication between MSs and SNs is strengthened. 
The pre-distribution keys of an MS can be used to complete the 
authentication with an SN, but cannot be used to decrypt the 
encrypted information of the SN. When an MS in a certain region is 
compromised, a new MS can be deployed into the region. After the 
new MS is authenticated by SNs in the region, these SNs will auto-
matically disconnect with the previously deployed MSs. That is, the 
model does not rely on the assumption that MSs are absolutely safe. 
The adversaries can replicate MSs by using the key information ob-
tained from these compromised MSs and SNs, and then they can 
collect data from SNs in the network through these replicated MSs. In 

this case, even if no new MSs are deployed, the probability of 
replicated MSs collecting data from SNs is low by setting appropriate 
parameter values. Besides, in the model, if an MS is not compro-
mised, SNs can cooperate with their neighbors to authenticate the 
MS. If an MS cannot be authenticated by an SN, it cannot collect data 
from it. In short, by setting appropriate parameters, this model has 
excellent resistance against the above attacks.  

2) In this model, the adversaries can conduct a new type of false data 
injection attacks, which use the replicated MSs to impersonate 
uncompromised SNs to send false data to BS by using the compro-
mised key information. If a large amount of false information is 
accepted by BS, BS will make a wrong conclusion. To resist these 
attacks, in the secure model, the data of an SN can be accepted by BS 
only after it has been decrypted and authenticated by BS. During the 
authentication and encryption process, all pre-distribution keys of an 
SN are involved in. Therefore, an MS can successfully impersonate an 
uncompromised SN if and only if the pre-distribution keys of the SN 
have all been compromised. By setting proper parameters, this model 
has excellent resistance against false data injection attacks.  

3) In this model, a new method for determining an MS’s pre-assigned 
keys’ ID based on its ID is proposed. In the new method, only by 
getting the ID of an MS, SNs can quickly calculate the IDs of the pre- 
distribution keys of the MS. During the share keys establishment 
between an MS and an SN, the MS only needs to send its ID to the SN, 
thereby reducing the energy consumption generated by the previous 
method of discovering the shared keys by exchanging pre- 
distribution keys’ IDs with each other. 

1.3. Organization 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. At first, the background 
of our scheme is presented in Section 2. Subsequently, the proposed 
scheme will be presented in Section 3. The theoretical and experimental 
results will be described in Section 4. At last, the conclusion will be made 
in Section 5. 

2. Related work 

To improve networks’ resilience against H-sensors replication 

Table 1 
Notations used.  

Notation Description 
MS Mobile sink 
SN Sensor node 
R Communication radius of an SN 
N The expected value of the number of neighbors of a sensor node in the 

network 
IDMS The ID of an MS 
IDSN The ID of an SN 
GMS The number of deployment generation of an MS 
AMGSN

MS The maximum number of deployment generation of an MS which has 
been authenticated by an SN 

IDK The ID of the key K 
KP The key pool 
M The size of the key pool 
|| Concatenation operation 
H() A one-way hash function 
HK() A one-way hash function with the key K 
EK() A encryption function with the key K 
t1 The number of keys pre-distributed to an MS 
t2 The number of keys pre-distributed to an SN 
% Represents the residual operator 
(i1,i2) Represents the greatest common divisor of the integers i1 and i2 

n The number of neighbors of an SN involved in the authentication between 
an MS and the SN 

Q The minimum number of correct authentication messages should be 
provided by an MS when it wants to pass the authentication of an SN 

RNMS A random number generated by an MS 
⊕ XOR operation  
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attacks in heterogeneous sensor networks, an EQ method is proposed 
[32]. In the method, an SN randomly selects EQ keys from its 
pre-distribution keys as authentication keys with its cluster head. And by 
flooding, a cluster head can request other cluster heads to send these 
keys selected by SNs in its cluster which it doesn’t have. This scheme can 
provide good resilience against H-sensor replication attacks. However, 
the probability that a cluster head has the EQ keys selected by sensor 
nodes in its cluster is low. If this scheme is directly applied to UWSNs, 
without the help of other MSs, an MS cannot be authenticated by many 
SNs in the network. To improve networks’ resilience against MS repli-
cation attacks, a three-tier authentication scheme is proposed [33]. In 
the scheme, MSs and static access nodes, static access nodes and SNs 
share the dynamic key pool and static key pool respectively. As a result, 
an authentication between an MS and an SN is accomplished with the 
help of static access nodes, which makes an adversary easily know a 
great deal of key information of the static polynomial pool by compro-
mising a small fraction of SNs. As a result, the adversaries can collect 
data from SNs by launching static access node replication attacks. Li. 
et al. proposed a (M, m) authentication scheme [34]. In the scheme, an 
SN randomly chooses M neighbors to form its candidate authentication 
set. During the authentication process, if the number of key spaces 
shared between an MS and an SN cannot be less than q and the number 
of correct authentication information received by the MS from the 
candidate authentication set of the SN is not less than m, the MS can pass 
the authentication of the SN. The (M,m) authentication scheme can 
significantly improve the resilience against MS replication attacks of two 
schemes [23] and [24]. However, DoS attacks occur when these 
compromised SNs jointly send forged authentication information to an 
MS. As a result, the number of correct authentication messages collected 
by an MS is less than m. At the same time, the energy consumption of 
joint certification is relatively high. Zhou et al. proposed a new method 
where the number of keys pre-distributed to an MS is independent of the 
size of the deployment area by using three-dimension backward key-
chain, and proposed a scheme that can provide direct authentication 
between an MS and an SN by using deployment knowledge [35]. 
Compared with the scheme in [34], its energy consumption is signifi-
cantly reduced; its resistance against MS replication attacks decreases 
slowly, especially when the number of compromised nodes exceeds the 
threshold, its resistance against MS replication attacks is significantly 
better than that of the scheme in [34]. 

3. Our scheme 

Here, we introduce our scheme from the following two aspects: one is 
the security model, including the network model, the threat model and a 
key management model. The other is the authentication method be-
tween nodes. 

3.1. Notations 

In this paper, we use the following notations for the description 
convenience. 

3.2. Models 

3.2.1. Network model 
In our scheme, a USWN includes BS, MSs and a large number of SNs. 

Each SN has a unique ID, and stores the data that it collects by itself 
before an MS collects it. Each MS has a unique ID, and its’ communi-
cation radius can be dynamically adjusted. 

After an MS is successfully authenticated by an SN, the SN sends the 
encrypted data and the authentication information to the MS. The MS 
forwards the collected data to BS, but cannot decrypt it. BS is responsible 
for decrypting, authenticating and processing the collected data. 

3.2.2. Threat model 
In this article, the security of sensor networks deployment environ-

ment is not guaranteed. Therefore, both SNs and MSs can be compro-
mised. That is, if an attacker captures an SN or an MS, all key 
information it holds will also be compromised. Moreover, the adversary 
may pool the keying materials from multiple compromised nodes to 
break the security of the network or to launch advanced attacks. Such as 
eavesdropping, replication attacks, fake data injection attacks, etc. In 
this article, an attack that attempts to illegally collect data from SNs in a 
network is referred to as an MS replication attack. Therefore, adversaries 
can launch such attacks in two ways: one is by copying compromised 
MSs, the other is by forging MSs based on compromised key information. 
Similarly, in this article, an attack that attempts to provide false data to 
BS is referred to as a false data injection attack. Adversaries can launch 
such attacks in the following two ways: one is by injecting fake data into 
BS through compromised SNs, the other is by injecting fake data into BS 
through replicated MSs. This article only discusses the second type of 
fake data injection attacks, because the first fake data attacks can be 
implemented by identifying compromised sensor nodes [37,38]. 

In addition, since BS is located far from the sensor network deploy-
ment environment and is well protected, therefore, we assume that BS is 
secure. 

3.2.3. Key management model 
BS generates a key pool KP and IDs of all keys. The size of KP is M. 

Each SN selects t2 keys from KP without repetition, and IDs of the keys 
are calculated by the following method (for details, see Algorithm 1): 

In the above formula, KID0––H(IDSN)%M, H(H(IDSN))= H2(IDSN), …, 
H(Hl(IDSN))=H2(Hl-1(IDSN))=…=Hl+1(IDSN). If KIDi has been assigned to 
itself, it needs to be recalculated until the calculated KIDi is not pre- 
assigned to itself. 

An MS selects t1 keys from KP without repetition according to the 
Algorithm 2. The process of selection is as follows:  

1. Divide the key pool KP into multiple disjoint sub-key pools. The 
number of sub-key pools is the greatest common divisor of t1 and M, 
which is denoted as (M, t1), so the size of each sub-key pool can be 
calculated as: M

(M,t1).  
2. The ID of the j-th pre-distribution key selected from the i th subkey 

pool is calculated as follows: 

KIDj
i = i×

M
(M, t1)

+ Hl(IDSN‖ i)%(M/(M, t1)) (2)   

Algorithm 1 
keys pre-distributed to an SN.  

void pre_keys_to_SN(int ID, Key_List KList_SN[]) 
//ID represents the IDSN 

{int flag[M],i,l,KID; 
for(i = 0; i<M; i++) 
flag[i]=0; 
l = 1; 
for(i = 0; i<t2; i++) 
{while (1) 
{KID=Hl(ID)% M; 
l++; 
if (flag[KID]==0) 
{flag[KID]=1; 
//KP[KID] indicates the KID-th key in the key pool KP 
KList_SN[i]={KP[KID],KID}; 
break; 
} 
} 
} 
}  
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where 0 ≤ i < (M, t1), 0 ≤ j < t1
(M,t1),l ≥ 1. The calculation process is 

similar to the formula (1), and will not be described in detail here. 
These selected keys must be processed as follows before they are pre- 

distributed to an MS:  

1. These keys must be hashed. For example, a key K, it can be calculated 
as follows: 

HKP[IDK ] = HK(IDMS) (3)    

2. These keys are sorted in ascending order by their IDs. 

3.3. Authentication method between nodes 

In the scheme, authentication between nodes includes: 1. Authenti-
cation between an SN and an MS; 2. Authentication between BS and SNs. 
In this scheme, when an MS is located at a point, the data of all sensor 
nodes in the area with the point as its center and R as the radius are 
collected. In order to improve the security of authentication, the MS 
generates a random number for each area for authentication with the 
sensor node. The detailed process is described as follows: 

3.3.1. Authentication between an SN and an MS 
Step 1. The MS, which is responsible for the i th collection of data, 

broadcasts the following authentication request message with the 
communication radius of R: 

ReqAu
MS = {IDMS,RNMS} (4) 

Step 2. When an SN receive theReqAu
MS , if GMS < AMGSN

MS, the SN ends 
the authentication process with the MS. Otherwise, the SN turns to the 
step 3 to establish a shared key between the SN and the MS; 

Step 3. According to the Algorithm 3, the SN discovers the IDs of 
these keys shared with the MS. The search process is described as 
follows:  

1. Using the formula (5), the SN calculates the index number of the sub- 
key pool according to each ID of the pre-distribution keys, i.e. 
KIDi(1 ≤ i ≤ t2): 

IDSKP =

⌊
KIDi

(M, t1)

⌋

(5)    

2. According to the formula (2), the SN can calculate the ID of the j-th 
key from the sub-key pool IDSKP, which is pre-distributed to the MS, 
that is, KIDj

i. If KIDj
i = KIDi, it returns a matching success message, 

and adds this ID to the list of common keys. If j ≥ t1
(M,t1), then a failed 

matching message is returned. 

Assuming that the IDs of the common keys discovered are: KID1,…, 
KIDq, then the key shared with the MS can be calculated as: 

HSKSN MS = HKP[KID1] ⊕ ⋯ ⊕ HKP
[
KIDq

]
(6) 

Step 4. If q<1, the SN ends the authentication process with the MS. 
Otherwise, the SN performs the following operations:  

1. The SN uses Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 3 to find out its neighbor 
nodes that have at least one common key ID with the MS to form its 
candidate authentication set, namely CSAu

SN.  
2. The SN randomly selects n nodes from CSAu

SN to form its joint 
authentication set, namely JSAu

SN. 

JSAu
SN = {IDSN1 , ⋯, IDSNn} (7)    

3. The SN sends the following reply information to the MS: 

RepAu
SN MS =

{
IDMS, IDSN , JSAu

SN ,AuSN− MS
}

(8)   

where, AuSN− MS is the authentication code calculated by the following 
formula: 

AuSN− MS = HHSKSN MS (IDMS‖ IDSN‖ IDSN1‖ ⋯ ‖DSNn‖ RNMS) (9) 

Step 5. After the MS receives RepAu
SN MS, it performs the following 

operations:  

1. The MS calculates these IDs of these keys pre-distributed to the SN 
according to the Algorithm 1 and finds the IDs of the common keys 
with the SN in its own keychain, and then calculates the shared key 
HSK′

SN MS between them according to the formula (6); 

Algorithm 2 
pre-distribute keys to an MS.  

void pre_keys_to_MS(int ID, int GCD, Key_List KList_MS[]) 
//ID indicates the IDMS, GCD=(M,t1) 
{int i,j,k,flag[M/GCD],l, index, KID; 
for(i = 0; i<GCD; i++) 
{for(j = 0; j<M/GCD; j++) 
flag[j]=0; 
l = 1; 
for(j = 0; j<t1/GCD; j++) 
{while (1) 
{index = Hl(ID ‖ i)%(M/GCD); 

KID=i×
M

GCD
+ index; 

l++; 

k = i×
t1

GCD
+ j; 

if (flag[index]==0) 
{flag[index]=1; 
HKP[k] = HKP[KID](ID); 
KList MS[k] = {HKP[k],KID}; 
break; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
}  

Algorithm 3 
Shared Keys discovering Algorithm.  

int search_share_key_in_MS (int ID0, int ID1) 
//ID0=KIDi, ID1= IDMS 

{int i, l, KID, flag[M/(M, t1)],index,ID2; 

ID2 =
⌊ KIDi

(M, t1)

⌋

; 

for(i = 0; i<M/(M, t1); i++) 
flag[i]=0; 
l = 1; 
for(i = 0; i<t1/(M, t1); i++) 
{while (1) 
{index = Hl(ID1 ‖ ID2)%(M/(M, t1)); 

KID=ID2×
M

(M, t1)
+ index; 

l++; 
if(KID==ID0) 
return 1; 
if(flag[index]==0) 
{flag[index]=1; 
break; 
} 
} 
} 
return 0; 
}  
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2. The MS recalculates the authentication code Au′

SN MS according to 
the formula (9). IfAuSN MS ∕= Au′

SN MS, then the MS ends the 
authentication process with the SN. Otherwise, the MS calculates the 
following authentication information: 

AuMS SN = HHSK′
MS NS

(IDSN‖ IDMS ‖RNMS + 1) (10)   

3. The MS can get these SNs’ IDs from JSSN
Au . According the aforemen-

tioned methods, it can calculate shared keysHSK′

SNi MS(1 ≤ i ≤ n) 
with these SNs respectively. Lastly, it can calculateJAu1

SNi MS 
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) according the formulas (11) and (12); 

JAu0
SNi MS = HHSK′

SNi MS
(IDMS‖ RNMS) (11)  

JAu1
SNi MS = H

(
JAu0

SNi MS

)
(12)    

4. The MS sends the following reply information to the SN in the 
communication radius of R: 

RepAu
MS SN =

{
IDSN , IDMS,AuMS SN , JAu1

SN1 MS,⋯, JAu1
SNn MS

}
(13)    

5. After the MS replies with the authentication information of all SNs in 
this area, the MS broadcasts the following request for assistance in 
authentication, namely ReqAAu

MS , with a communication radius of 2R: 

ReqAAu
MS = {IDMS,RNMS} (14)   

Step 6. If an SN receives RepAu
MS SN, then the SN authenticates the MS 

according to formula (10). If authentication fails, the SN ends the 
authentication process with the MS. 

Step 7. If an SN receives ReqAAu
MS , the SN calculates the shared key 

with the MS according to algorithm 3, then calculates the authentication 
code JAu0

SN MS according to formula (11), and finally broadcasts the 
following authentication assistance message: 

RepAAu
SN =

{
IDMS, IDSN , JAu0

SN MS

}
(15) 

Step 8. If the SN that successfully authenticates the information 
RepAu

MS SN and receives RepAAu
SNi

(IDSNi ∈ JSAu
SN), then the SN verifies 

JAu1
SNi MS sent by the MS to its as follows: if JAu1

SNi
= H(JAu0

SNi
) indicates 

that the authentication message provided by the MS for the SN is correct. 
Let x represent the number of correct authentication messages provided 
by the MS for the SN. If x<Q, then the MS cannot be authenticated by 
the SN, the authentication process ends. Otherwise, the SN updates the 
value of variable AMGSN

MS with GMS, and sends the collected information 
infSN to the MS as follows: 

EinfSN = {IDMS, IDSN ,EKSN (infSN ,AuinfSN)} (16)  

where KSN indicates the key being XORed all pre-distribution keys 
andAuinfSN = H(IDSN‖ infSN). 

Step 9. The MS receives and stores EinfSN. 

3.3.2. Authentication between MSs and SNs, and BS 
After BS obtains the encrypted data EinfSN of an SN in the network 

through an MS, it does as follows:  

1. Calculates IDs of the t2 keys pre-distributed to the SN according to its 
ID based on the Algorithm 1, and obtains KSN by XORing the t2 keys;  

2. Obtains inf ′

SNandAuinf ′

SNby decrypting informationEKSN (infSN,

AuinfSN). If Auinf ′

SN ∕= H(IDSN‖ inf ′

SN), BS discards the information 

EinfSN. Otherwise, the authentication succeeds and BS stores the 
received data. 

4. Security evaluation 

In this section, we analyze the security of our scheme, including the 
probability that an MS can be authenticated by an SN, the resistance 
against false data injection attacks and MS replication attacks. 

In our analysis and simulations, we use the following setups:  

1. The deployment area is 1000 m × 1000 m. We assume that the 
deployment area is flat, and that the nodes follow a uniform distri-
bution within the area. The neighbor relationship between SNs is 
symmetrical. That is, if A is a neighbor of B, then B is also a neighbor 
of A.  

2. The wireless communication range of an SN is 40 m.  
3. The presented experimental data is an average of 50 replicates. 

4.1. The probability that an MS can be authenticated by an SN 

4.1.1. Energy consumption analysis of improved shared keys discovery 
method 

In the scheme, many keys are pre-distributed to an MS. If the tradi-
tional method of exchanging IDs of pre-distribution keys [13,14,16–28, 
18,29–35] is used to determine the common key between an SN and an 
MS, a large amount of energy of the SN will be wasted. For example, 
when M = 20,000, the number of keys pre-distributed to an MS is 16,000 
and the size of a key’s ID is 3B, the size of all keys’ IDs is 46.875 KB. The 
energy consumption of an SN to receive this information can be esti-
mated using the energy model proposed in [39]. To receive a message, 
the radio expends: 

ETelec(l) = l⋅Eelec (17)  

where ETelec(l) represents the electronics energy consumed by an SN for 
receiving 1 bit data. The communication energy parameter is set as: 
Eelec = 50nJ/bit. 

The energy consumption of an SN to receive IDs of pre-distribution 
keys of an MS is about 57.6mJ by using the formula (17). Such large 
energy consumption is not only unbearable for SNs, but also it will lead 
to new attacks. In the attacks, an adversary only needs to pretend to be 
an MS to repeatedly broadcast IDs of its pre-distribution keys, resulting 
in that the energy consumption of an SN is quickly and it will die early. 
Therefore, when a large amount of key information is pre-distributed to 
an MS, it is infeasible to use the traditional method to let SNs know the 
pre-distribution key information of the MS. 

In our scheme, the key pool is divided into (M, t1)sub-key pools, and 
the size of a sub-key pool is: M

(M,t1). These IDs of pre-distribution keys of an 
MS can be calculated by its ID (see Algorithm 2). During the process of 
establishing a shared key between the MS and an SN, the MS only needs 
to broadcast its ID. According to Algorithm 3, an SN can find out IDs of 
their shared keys. In the process of establishing a shared key, the effi-
ciency of the algorithm is related to the number of computations. To 
determine whether a key is a shared key between them, the SN performs 
at least one Hash calculation and at most t1

(m,t1) + Δ Hash calculations 
(where Δ represents the total number of all duplicate keys’ ID during the 
execution of Algorithm 3). Its value is generally small. For example, 
during our simulations, its value did not exceed 10. Therefore, NC, the 
times of an SN performing Hash calculation, satisfies the following 
equation: 

NC ∈

[

t2, t2×
(

t1
(m, t1)

+Δ
)]

(18)  

When M = 20,000,t1=16,000,t2=7, NC≤7× (4 + Δ). In addition, SNs 
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can efficiently complete the calculation of the one-way Hash function, 
for details, please refer to [16,17,19,23,30–32,35]. So, its energy con-
sumption is negligible as compared to the traditional method of 
broadcasting IDs of keys. 

4.1.2. The probability of an MS being authenticated by an SN 

In our scheme, an MS must meet the following 2 conditions to be 
authenticated by an SN:  

1. There are common keys’ IDs between their pre-distribution keys.  
2. The number of correct authentication messages provided by an MS to 

an SN is not less than Q. 

In this scheme, IDs of these pre-distribution keys of an MS and an SN 
are calculated by a one-way Hash function. However, when the number 
of SNs is large, the number of pre-distribution for each key in the key 
pool is basically the same. Therefore, all probabilities can be estimated 
by using a random pre-distribution key model. The probability that an 
MS and an SN can establish a shared key, namelyPcM C, can be calcu-
lated as follows: 

PcM S =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1 −

( M− t2
t1

)

(Mt1
) , t1 + t2 ≤ M

1 , t1 + t2 > M

(19) 

From the comparison of theoretical analysis results and simulation 
results, it can be concluded that it is feasible to use the random pre- 
distribution key model to estimate thePcM C. From the formula (19), it 
can be concluded that PcM C increases with the increase of t1 and t2 
when M is constant. For example, when M = 20,000, t1=0.8 M and t2 
increases from 3 to 7 step by step, PcM Cis approximately 0.9979, 
0.9988, 0.9998, 0.9999 and 1, respectively; when M = 20,000, t2=6 and 
t1= 0.7 M, 0.75 M, 0.8 M, 0.85 M and 0.9 M, PcM Cis equal to 0.9964, 
0.9994, 0.9999, 1 and 1, respectively. In addition, it can also be 
concluded from Fig. 1 that when the ratio of keys pre-distribution to an 
MS and the value of t2 are both fixed, the influence of M on PcM C can be 
ignored. Based on this feature, we can set up multiple key pools, and the 
number of nodes that each key pool can accommodate is set based on 
security factors. When the number of keys compromised in a key pool 
exceeds a certain threshold, we cannot distribute keys of this key pool to 
an MS. As a result, these SNs pre-distributed keys from this key pool will 
be disconnected from the network because they cannot be authenticated 
by the MS. 

In our scheme, these selected joint authentication SNs by an SN are 
able to establish a shared key with the MS. Assume that all compromised 
SNs provide wrong authentication messages to its neighbors. In this 
case, condition 2 is satisfied as long as there are Q uncompromised SNs 
among the n jointly authenticated nodes. Suppose N′ represents the 

expected value that the neighbor nodes of an SN can establish a shared 
key with an MS, and m represents the number of SN’s neighbors 
compromised. Then the probability that an MS can be authenticated by 
an SN can be estimated by the following formula: 

PaM S =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 , N ′

− Q < m

1 , n − Q ≥ m

∑min(N′
− m,n)

j=max(Q,n− m)

(
N′

− m
j

)(
m

n− j

)

( N′

n

) , others

(20) 

In the above formula, When N, the number of an SN’s neighbors, is 
known, N′

= N× PcM S. 
From the formula (20), it can be concluded that PaM S increases with 

the increase of N′and n-Q, and decreases with the increase of m. Fig. 2 
shows the influence of each parameter on PaM S when SNs are uniformly 
captured. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that there is a gap between the 
theoretical results and the simulation results, because the number of 
neighbor nodes of the network edge nodes is much smaller than N. As a 
result, compared with the nodes with N neighbors, the probability of 
edge nodes being able to authenticate an MS is significantly reduced. At 
the same time, for the non-network edge nodes with more than N 
neighbor nodes, the probability of being able to authenticate an MS is 
not significantly increased. However, in the theoretical analysis, the 
number of neighbors of all SNs is calculated by the average. As a result, 
the theoretical value of PaM S is higher than its simulated value. But 
when the value of n-Q remains unchanged, the gap between the theo-
retical value of PaM S and its simulated value decreases with the increase 
of the value N

′
− m

N′ . For example, in Fig. 2, whenN′

≥ 30, n-Q = 5 (that is, 

B + 4 in the figure), and N
′
− m

N′ ≥ 33
40, the theoretical analysis value and the 

simulation value of PaM Sare about 1. 

4.2. Resilience against false data injection attacks 

In this model, SNs directly store keys from the key pool, but keys 
stored in an MS are processed by a one-way Hash function. From the 
properties of the one-way hash function, it can be known that it is 
computationally infeasible to calculate the original key from the key 
after being hash processed. The information of an SN, which is sent to 
BS, is encrypted and authenticated by using pre-distribution keys of the 
SN. Therefore, it is not possible to successfully impersonate un-captured 
SNs to provide false data information to BS just by compromising MSs. 
However, the adversaries can obtain more key information by 
compromising SNs, and then can replicate MSs by using compromised 
key information, and these replicated MSs can successfully impersonate 
to be uncompromised SNs to provide false data to BS. If the BS receives a 

Fig. 1. The probability of establishing shared key between an MS and an SN as a function parameters t1, t2 and M. In the Fig., marks (A), (S) represent theoretical and 
simulated values, respectively. 
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large amount of false data, it may make a wrong judgment. So, this 
scheme must ensure that the probability of false data being received by 
BS is very low. 

In our scheme, resilience against false data injection attacks namely 
Prf , is measured by the probability that a replication MS can impersonate 
a uncompromised SN to provide BS with false data that can be received 
by it when x SNs are compromised. 

Suppose CMxrepresents the expected value of the number of keys 
obtained by an adversary after compromising x SNs. Under the random 
pre-distribution key model, CMx can be estimated by the following 
formula: 

CMx =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 , x = 0

t2 , x = 1

∑t2− 1

j=0
(t2 − j) ×

( CMx− 1
j
)(M− CMx− 1

t2− j

)

(Mt2
) , x > 1

(21) 

From the formula (21), it can be concluded that when M and t2 
remain constant, CMxincreases as x increases. As CMx increases, the 
probability that pre-distribution keys of a newly captured SN are from 
the compromised key pool also increases, which leads to a decrease in 
the growth rate of CMx as x increases. In Fig. 3, when M = 10,000, t2=6 
and x increases from 1800 to 1900 and from 1900 to 2000, the in-
crements of the compromised key pool are about 194 and 184 

respectively. When x and t2 remain unchanged, as M increases, the times 
of keys being repeatedly distributed decreases, that is, the same number 
of SNs are compromised, and the probability of keys being repeatedly 
compromised decreases, which eventually leads CMx to grow faster. In 
Fig. 3, when t2=6 and M increases from 10,000 to 30,000, CM2000 in-
creases from about 6960 to 9800; when M and x are constant, CMx in-
creases significantly as t2 increases. As shown in Fig. 3, when M =
20,000, x = 2000 and t2 increases from 3 to 6, CM2000increases from 
about 5250 to 9066. 

Given CMxis known, Prf can be estimated by the following formula: 

Prf =
( CMx

t2
)

(Mt2 )
(22) 

From the formula (22), it can be concluded that when the number of 
compromised SNs and t2 are fixed, increasing M, Prf will decrease. For 
example, in Fig. 4, when x = 2000, t2=7, and M increases from 10,000 to 
30,000, Prf decreases from about 0.14 to about 0.001. When the number 
of compromised SNs and M are fixed, there is no linear relationship 
between t2 and Prf . For example, in Fig. 4, when the number of 
compromised SNs is 2000, M = 10,000 and t2 increases from 3 to 7, the 
value of Prf is about 0.08, 0.09, 0.1, 0.12, 0.14, respectively. But when 
the number of compromised SNs is 2000, M = 20,000 or 30,000, Prf does 
not increase with the increase of t2 (see Fig. 4). In order to clarify the 
setting problem of parameters t2 and M, we set the value of Prf , and 
combine the formula (21) and (22) to obtain the relationship between 
the number of compromised SNs, t2 and M. Fig. 5 shows the maximum 

Fig. 2. The probability that an MS can be authenticated by an SN as a function parameters N′ , m, n, Q, where B =
⌈

Q
1− m/N′

⌉
.  
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number of SNs allowed to be compromised as a function of t2 and M 
when Prfdoesn’t exceed the set value. WhenPrf is fixed, the larger the 
number of SNs are allowed to be compromised, the better the resistance 
is. From Fig. 5, we can draw the following two conclusions: 

1. When0.006 ≤ Prf ≤ 0.01, t2 is best set to 7; 
2. When Prf and t2 remain unchanged, M is approximately propor-

tional to the maximum number of SNs allowed to be compromised. For 
example, when Prf = 0.01, t2=7 and M = 10,000, 20,000 and 3000, the 
maximum number of SNs allowed to be compromised is 1041, 2084, and 
3126, respectively. That is to say, when M is expanded to 2 times and 3 
times of the original, the maximum number of SNs allowed to be 
compromised is also expanded to about 2 times and 3 times of the 
original, respectively. According to this conclusion, we can set up mul-
tiple independent key pools, and the number of nodes supported by each 
key pool is determined by the maximum number of nodes allowed to be 
compromised when Prf = 0.01 and t2=7. This setting has the following 
benefits:   

a) We can ensure that Prf≤0.01;  
b) In this paper, when SNs, which are pre-distributed with keys from 

the same key pools, are essentially compromised, these key pools 
are called basically compromised key pools. In this case, we 
cannot pre-distribute keys from the basically compromised key 
pools to MSs, so that these nodes, which are pre-distributed keys 
from the compromised key pools, cannot be authenticated by 
MSs, and cannot send forged information to MSs; 

c) Large networks can be divided into regions; the data of each re-
gion can be collected by an MS. Each region uses an independent 
key pool, which can reduce the overhead of MSs’ storage, but also 
cannot affect the resistance of UWSNs. 

4.3. Resistance against MS replication attacks 

Resistance against MS replication attacks, namelyPrr, is measured by 
the probability that original data of an uncompromised SN can be ob-
tained by replication MSs when x SNs are compromised. 

In our scheme, a replication MS can obtain the original data of an SN, 

Fig. 3. Number of compromised keys as a function parameters t2 and M.  
Fig. 4. Resilience against false data injection attacks as a function parameters 
t2 and M. 
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the following two conditions must be satisfied:  

1. The replication MS can be authenticated by the SN. Because an SN 
sends its data to an MS if and only if the SN can authenticate the MS;  

2. The replication MS has all pre-distribution keys stored by the SN. 
Only in this way, the replication MS can decrypt the data collected 
from the SN. 

Here, the following two cases are discussed.  

1. If the MS has been compromised or controlled, the MS only needs to 
satisfy clause 2 to collect data from the SN. In this case, the resistance 
against MS replication attacks is essentially the same as the resis-
tance against false data injection attacks, and will not be described in 
detail here.  

2. If the MS is not compromised or controlled, the MS needs to satisfy 
the above two conditions to obtain the original data of the SN. In this 
case, Prr can be estimated by the following formula: 

Prr = Pa′

M S × Prf (23)   

where Pa′

M S indicates that the probability of the replication MS being 
authenticated by an uncompromised SN. During the authentication 
process, the SN requires the replication MS to provide at least Q correct 
authentication messages. Assuming that there exist x1 compromised SNs 
among the n neighbor nodes selected by the SN to participate in the 
authentication, when x1 ≥ Q, the replication MS can be authenticated 
by the SN; otherwise, there exist at least Q-x SNs whose pre-distribution 
keys, which are shared with the replication MS, are compromised, the 
replication MS can be authenticated by the SN. Therefore, Pa′

M S can be 
estimated by the following formula: 

Pa
′

M S =
∑min(N′

− m,n)

j=max(0,n− m)

(
N ′

− m
j

)(
m

n− j

)

(
N′

n

) ×(Pr)max(Q+j− n,0) (24)  

where Pr represents the probability of an SN’s pre-distribution keys 
shared with an replication MS being compromised, so Pr can be esti-
mated by the following formula: 

Pr =

∑t2

l=1

(
t1
l

)(
M− t1
t2− l

)
×
( CMx

M

)l

(Mt2 )
(25) 

Fig. 6 shows that Prr as a function parameters m, M, Q and N′ when 
MSs are not compromised. In the figure, M is determined according to 
the rules of Section 4.2 and n is determined by Section 4.1.2, that is, n =
B + 4. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the theoretical value is basically 
consistent with the simulation result, but the theoretical value fluctu-
ates, which is mainly related to the setting method of the parameter B. 
From Eq. (24), it can be concluded that Pa′

M Sincreases as m
N′ increases. 

And from Eq. (23), it can be concluded that Prr increases as 
Pa′

M Sincreases. This can be confirmed from Fig. 6. For example, when 
Q = 1, the size of the key pool is M2 , m

N′ increases from 14 to 12, the simulated 
value of Prrincreases from about 0.0001 to 0.013. In addition, if the size 
of the key pool is determined according to the method introduced in this 
paper, our scheme can achieve excellent resistance against MS replica-
tion attacks. For example, when the key pool size is M, Q = 1, m = 10 and 
N′

= 20, the simulated value of Prris only about 0.0002. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper proposes a security model against MS replication attacks 
for UWSNs in which data is collected by MSs. In this model, MSs can 
complete the authentication with SNs, but cannot decrypt the data 
collected from SNs. Under the assumptions that BS is secure, both MSs 
and SNs can be compromised, and replication MSs can pretend to be 
uncompromised SNs to launch false data injection attacks, theoretical 
analysis and simulation show that when the number of SNs is about one- 
tenth of the size of a key pool, t1 is greater than or equal to three- 
quarters of the size of a key pool, and t2=7, the model can ensure that 
MSs and SNs can authenticate with each other with high probability and 
can have excellent resistance against MS replication attack and false 
data injection attack. 
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